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AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Blackbird Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds heard from a coniferous forest at dusk.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Blackbird Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds heard from a coniferous forest at dusk.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Blackbird Woodcock Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds resound from a coniferous forest during dusk. A flight call of a woodcock 
heard close by.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Blackbird Woodcock Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds resound from a coniferous forest during dusk. A flight call of a woodcock 
heard close by.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Buzzard Woodpecker Dove Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Distant birds, drumming woodpeckers, buzzards, and a dove heard in a calm forest. Bird landings and takeoffs 
heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Buzzard Woodpecker Dove Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Distant birds, drumming woodpeckers, buzzards, and a dove heard in a calm forest. Bird landings and takeoffs 
heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Close Woodpecker Dove Bees Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs and a nearby drumming woodpecker heard from a mixed forest. Buzzing bees and cooing doves heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Close Woodpecker Dove Bees Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs and a nearby drumming woodpecker heard from a mixed forest. Buzzing bees and cooing doves heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Cuckoo Close Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A variety of cuckoo calls heard from nearby while various birds sing in the background. Gently falling forest debris 
and moving animals heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Cuckoo Close Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A variety of cuckoo calls heard from nearby while various birds sing in the background. Gently falling forest debris 
and moving animals heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Cuckoo Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Cuckoo and crane calls heard from the distance, while in a nearby forest various birds sing during the morning 
hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Cuckoo Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Cuckoo and crane calls heard from the distance, while in a nearby forest various birds sing during the morning 
hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Close Wren Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A wren sings on a nearby tree in a mixed forest, while various birds sing throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Close Wren Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A wren sings on a nearby tree in a mixed forest, while various birds sing throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Owl Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs and occasional owl calls echo from a coniferous forest during the morning hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Owl Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs and occasional owl calls echo from a coniferous forest during the morning hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dove Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close bird songs and distant calls of cranes, doves, and black grouse resound. Movements of various birds heard 
occasionally.
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AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Dove Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close bird songs and distant calls of cranes, doves, and black grouse resound. Movements of various birds heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Jays Crane Distant Lake Morning_B00M_3DS10__B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Jays heard calling in flight, while cranes and other birds call and sing in various distances during a calm morning.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Jays Crane Distant Lake Morning_B00M_3DS10__B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Jays heard calling in flight, while cranes and other birds call and sing in various distances during a calm morning.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Owl Cuckoo Goose Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav An owl calling from nearby during the dawn song of various birds. In the distance the call of a cuckoo and a 
waterfowl echoes occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Owl Cuckoo Goose Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav An owl calling from nearby during the dawn song of various birds. In the distance the call of a cuckoo and a 
waterfowl echoes occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Robin Blackbird Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A robins and a blackbirds song heard throughout during a calm evening in a coniferous forest.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Robin Blackbird Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A robins and a blackbirds song heard throughout during a calm evening in a coniferous forest.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Woodpecker Cuckoo Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds, including a cuckoo, heard throughout. Drumming woodpeckers and cooing black grouse heard 
occasionally from the distance.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Woodpecker Cuckoo Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds, including a cuckoo, heard throughout. Drumming woodpeckers and cooing black grouse heard 
occasionally from the distance.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Wren Mating Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A wren and robins song heard from close by while cranes call in the distance. Flapping and beating wings heard at 
times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birdsong Wren Mating Crane Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A wren and robins song heard from close by while cranes call in the distance. Flapping and beating wings heard at 
times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Birdsong Crane Calm Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds sing sporadically, while owl hoots and occasionally carne calls heard from afar.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Birdsong Crane Calm Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds sing sporadically, while owl hoots and occasionally carne calls heard from afar.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Distant Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A variety of birds sing in a northern forest. Cooing black grouse heard throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Distant Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A variety of birds sing in a northern forest. Cooing black grouse heard throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Deer Bark Alarm Birdsong Nightjar Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs and deers heard from a nearby forest. A gentle breeze blowing and a nightjar calls occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Deer Bark Alarm Birdsong Nightjar Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs and deers heard from a nearby forest. A gentle breeze blowing and a nightjar calls occasionally.
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AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birdsong Black Grouse Close Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Rivaling black grouse can be heard from nearby during lek, while in the background, the evening song of various 
birds resonates.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birdsong Black Grouse Close Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Rivaling black grouse can be heard from nearby during lek, while in the background, the evening song of various 
birds resonates.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birdsong Black Grouse Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav In the vicinity of a meadow, various birds sing in the evening, accompanied by lek calls of black grouse.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birdsong Black Grouse Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav In the vicinity of a meadow, various birds sing in the evening, accompanied by lek calls of black grouse.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Black Grouse Lek Close Birds Evening _B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Cooing and hissing black grouse heard nearby during the lek, while various birds sing. Flapping of wings heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Black Grouse Lek Close Birds Evening _B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Cooing and hissing black grouse heard nearby during the lek, while various birds sing. Flapping of wings heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Black Grouse Lek Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Cooing and hissing black grouse heard during the lek. Flapping of wings heard occasionally.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Black Grouse Lek Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Cooing and hissing black grouse heard during the lek. Flapping of wings heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Bat Canada Goose Flyby Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing during evening at a lake. Passing birds, a hooting goose and splashing from the water can be heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Bat Canada Goose Flyby Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing during evening at a lake. Passing birds, a hooting goose and splashing from the water can be heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Buzzard Crane Sandpiper Flyby Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing during dawn at a lake. Close passing birds, a buzzard, sandpipers and cranes can be heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Buzzard Crane Sandpiper Flyby Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing during dawn at a lake. Close passing birds, a buzzard, sandpipers and cranes can be heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Cuckoo Robin Toad Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Robin and Cuckoo are singing from a nearby lake, while black grouse and other birds can be heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Cuckoo Robin Toad Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Robin and Cuckoo are singing from a nearby lake, while black grouse and other birds can be heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Flyby Crane Ducks Woodcock Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds fly by a lake, while in the background, bird songs and the occasional calls of cranes heard.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Flyby Crane Ducks Woodcock Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds fly by a lake, while in the background, bird songs and the occasional calls of cranes heard.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Breeze Jay Buzzard Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Jays, buzzards, and other birds heard near a lake during dawn. In a distant valley flows a river.
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AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Breeze Jay Buzzard Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Jays, buzzards, and other birds heard near a lake during dawn. In a distant valley flows a river.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Breeze Woodpecker Buzzard Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Woodpeckers, buzzards, and other birds heard at a lake during dawn. In a distant valley flows a river.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Breeze Woodpecker Buzzard Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Woodpeckers, buzzards, and other birds heard at a lake during dawn. In a distant valley flows a river.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Awakening Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs heard throughout near a lake. A blackbirds song is in focus.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Dawn Chorus Awakening Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs heard throughout near a lake. A blackbirds song is in focus.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Sandpiper Blackbird Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds heard throughout near a lake. A blackbirds song is in focus. Sandpipers and woodcocks calling occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Sandpiper Blackbird Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds heard throughout near a lake. A blackbirds song is in focus. Sandpipers and woodcocks calling occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Sandpiper Close Lake Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Sandpipers calling from near a lake. Birds flying by and splashing water heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Sandpiper Close Lake Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Sandpipers calling from near a lake. Birds flying by and splashing water heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Boglands Birdsong Crane Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close bird songs and crane calls heard near a lake. A bird flies by occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Boglands Birdsong Crane Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close bird songs and crane calls heard near a lake. A bird flies by occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Canada Goose Cuckoo Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Geese call and fly in their territory nearby a lake. Birds sing in the background throughout. A close by cuckoo is 
heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Canada Goose Cuckoo Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Geese call and fly in their territory nearby a lake. Birds sing in the background throughout. A close by cuckoo is 
heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Canada Goose Takeoff Landing Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A goose lands and then flies out of a lake, while various bird songs heard throughout.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Canada Goose Takeoff Landing Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A goose lands and then flies out of a lake, while various bird songs heard throughout.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Close Ducks Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A duck lands in a lake and quacks. In the background, various bird songs heard while a light breeze blows.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Close Ducks Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A duck lands in a lake and quacks. In the background, various bird songs heard while a light breeze blows.
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AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Crane Cuckoo Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A crane and a cuckoo call from near a lake. In the background you can hear the singing of birds and the voices of 
black grouse.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Crane Cuckoo Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A crane and a cuckoo call from near a lake. In the background you can hear the singing of birds and the voices of 
black grouse.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Forest Birdsong Curlew Canada Goose Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing by a lake, while occasionally calls of a curlew and geese heard. In a distant valley flows a river.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Forest Birdsong Curlew Canada Goose Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing by a lake, while occasionally calls of a curlew and geese heard. In a distant valley flows a river.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Loon Call Close Waterfowl Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close echoing Loon calls travel across a lake, while songs of various birds and calling waterfowls heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Loon Call Close Waterfowl Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close echoing Loon calls travel across a lake, while songs of various birds and calling waterfowls heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Sandpiper Duck Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A duck lands in a lake and quacks while a sandpiper calls. Bird songs heard throughout.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Sandpiper Duck Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A duck lands in a lake and quacks while a sandpiper calls. Bird songs heard throughout.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Seagulls Birdsong Water Lapping Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A wind blows near a lake. Calls of nesting seagulls, bird songs, and buzzing bees heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Seagulls Birdsong Water Lapping Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A wind blows near a lake. Calls of nesting seagulls, bird songs, and buzzing bees heard occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Close Sandpiper Boglands Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close sandpipers calling and birds singing from near wetlands. Flying birds heard occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Close Sandpiper Boglands Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close sandpipers calling and birds singing from near wetlands. Flying birds heard occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Ducks Crane Insects Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and cranes call, followed by the quacking of a duck near wetlands. Cuckoos and buzzing bees heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Ducks Crane Insects Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and cranes call, followed by the quacking of a duck near wetlands. Cuckoos and buzzing bees heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Bird Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Pipit sings from close by, while black grouse, cuckoos, and other birds from a nearby wetland heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Bird Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Pipit sings from close by, while black grouse, cuckoos, and other birds from a nearby wetland heard in the 
background.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Bird Waterfowl Calm Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Finch sings from close by, while waterfowl, cranes, and other birds from a nearby wetland heard in the background.
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AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Bird Waterfowl Calm Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Finch sings from close by, while waterfowl, cranes, and other birds from a nearby wetland heard in the background.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Loon Black Grouse Cuckoo Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Loons and cuckoos calls echo from nearby, while bird songs and cooing black grouse heard in the distance.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Loon Black Grouse Cuckoo Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Loons and cuckoos calls echo from nearby, while bird songs and cooing black grouse heard in the distance.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Loon Black Grouse Cuckoo Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Loons and cuckoos calls heard from nearby, while birds sing and black grouse cooing in the distance.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Loon Black Grouse Cuckoo Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Loons and cuckoos calls heard from nearby, while birds sing and black grouse cooing in the distance.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Woodcock Crane Goose Birdsong Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing in wetlands from a distance during a calm evening. Calling woodcocks, cranes, and owls heard 
occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Woodcock Crane Goose Birdsong Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing in wetlands from a distance during a calm evening. Calling woodcocks, cranes, and owls heard 
occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-After Rain Dripping Trees Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Aftermath of a heavy rain can be heard through dripping trees. A light wind blows while birds sing occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-After Rain Dripping Trees Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Aftermath of a heavy rain can be heard through dripping trees. A light wind blows while birds sing occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Bees Distant Stream Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing while a stream flows far in the distance. Bees can be heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Bees Distant Stream Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing while a stream flows far in the distance. Bees can be heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Canyon Quarry Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows in a gorge, while a single blackbird sings. A Corvid can be heard in the distance occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Canyon Quarry Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows in a gorge, while a single blackbird sings. A Corvid can be heard in the distance occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Insects Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A variety of flying insects and birdsongs can be heard while the wind blows in a sheltered area.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Insects Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A variety of flying insects and birdsongs can be heard while the wind blows in a sheltered area.

AMBForst_FOREST-Crickets Owls Distant Stream Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Owl calls and chirping field crickets can be heard during night. A stream flows in the distance.

AMBForst_FOREST-Crickets Owls Distant Stream Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Owl calls and chirping field crickets can be heard during night. A stream flows in the distance.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Mixed Forest Birds Creaking Trees Wind Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blows in the evening while birds call. Squeaking trees heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Mixed Forest Birds Creaking Trees Wind Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blows in the evening while birds call. Squeaking trees heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Birds Raven Bees Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Songs of various birds, calling crows and flying bees heard during a light wind.

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Birds Raven Bees Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Songs of various birds, calling crows and flying bees heard during a light wind.

AMBForst_FOREST-Woodpecker Drumming Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A woodpecker drums and calls at dawn. Various other birds sing in the background.

AMBForst_FOREST-Woodpecker Drumming Birdsong Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A woodpecker drums and calls at dawn. Various other birds sing in the background.

AMBForst_WIND-Coniferous Forest Crane Cuckoo Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows through pines. Distant calling cranes, sandpipers, and cuckoos heard at times.

AMBForst_WIND-Coniferous Forest Crane Cuckoo Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows through pines. Distant calling cranes, sandpipers, and cuckoos heard at times.

AMBForst_WIND-Mixed Forest Birds Cuckoo Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows through a mixed forest. Bird songs and a cuckoo call heard. Occasionally, a bee passes by.

AMBForst_WIND-Mixed Forest Birds Cuckoo Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows through a mixed forest. Bird songs and a cuckoo call heard. Occasionally, a bee passes by.

AMBGras_GRASSLAND-Beehive Bee Swarm Distant Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A beehive and songs of various birds heard in the distance. A gentle breeze blows through deciduous trees and 
grasslands.

AMBGras_GRASSLAND-Beehive Bee Swarm Distant Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A beehive and songs of various birds heard in the distance. A gentle breeze blows through deciduous trees and 
grasslands.

AMBGras_GRASSLAND-Birds Insects Breeze Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs and flying insects can be heard while a light breeze blows through deciduous trees and grasslands.

AMBGras_GRASSLAND-Birds Insects Breeze Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs and flying insects can be heard while a light breeze blows through deciduous trees and grasslands.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Bird Breeze Water Splash Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Water sloshes against a stone producing smack sounds. Bird songs and bee hums heard while a light breeze blows.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Bird Breeze Water Splash Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Water sloshes against a stone producing smack sounds. Bird songs and bee hums heard while a light breeze blows.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Water Ripple Goat Reed Rustle Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav During a light breeze, various birds and the rustling of close dry reeds heard near a lake.
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AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Birdsong Water Ripple Goat Reed Rustle Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav During a light breeze, various birds and the rustling of close dry reeds heard near a lake.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Loon Calls Constant Wind Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A group of loons calls during night, while flying insects pass by occasionally. Wind blowing through the pines is 
audible throughout.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Loon Calls Constant Wind Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A group of loons calls during night, while flying insects pass by occasionally. Wind blowing through the pines is 
audible throughout.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Pond Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav During a light breeze near a pond, songs of various birds heard at dawn.

AMBLake_LAKESIDE-Pond Birds Breeze Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav During a light breeze near a pond, songs of various birds heard at dawn.

AMBSwmp_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Snipe Cuckoo Birdsong V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A variety of bird songs can be heard during dawn at a marsh, with occasional drumming snipes and distant cuckoo 
calls.

AMBSwmp_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Snipe Cuckoo Birdsong V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A variety of bird songs can be heard during dawn at a marsh, with occasional drumming snipes and distant cuckoo 
calls.

AMBSwmp_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Snipe Cuckoo Birdsong V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A variety of bird songs can be heard during dawn at a marsh, with occasional drumming snipes and close cuckoo 
calls.

AMBSwmp_FOREST-Dawn Chorus Snipe Cuckoo Birdsong V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A variety of bird songs can be heard during dawn at a marsh, with occasional drumming snipes and close cuckoo 
calls.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Cuckoo Loon Birds Breeze Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Crane call, accompanied by bird and loon calls in the distance, heard near a lake. Gentle wind blows through pines, 
audible throughout.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Cuckoo Loon Birds Breeze Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Crane call, accompanied by bird and loon calls in the distance, heard near a lake. Gentle wind blows through pines, 
audible throughout.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Woodpecker Crow Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close crane calls, accompanied by evening bird songs heard near a lake. Crow and woodpecker calls heard 
occasionally.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Woodpecker Crow Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close crane calls, accompanied by evening bird songs heard near a lake. Crow and woodpecker calls heard 
occasionally.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Woodpecker Snipe Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Snipes, cranes, and woodpeckers call near a lake. In the background, black grouse and cuckoos can be heard. 
Water splashes Occasionally.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Crane Woodpecker Snipe Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Snipes, cranes, and woodpeckers call near a lake. In the background, black grouse and cuckoos can be heard. 
Water splashes Occasionally.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Nightjar Loon Breeze Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Nightjars and loons call near a lake during the night. A gentle breeze passing through pines is audible throughout.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Nightjar Loon Breeze Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Nightjars and loons call near a lake during the night. A gentle breeze passing through pines is audible throughout.
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AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Splashing Birds Snipe Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs, drumming snipes and distant frog gurgling heard near a lake. Water splashing heard occasionally.

AMBSwmp_LAKESIDE-Splashing Birds Snipe Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs, drumming snipes and distant frog gurgling heard near a lake. Water splashing heard occasionally.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Birdsong Snipe Call Duck Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Bird songs and snipe calls heard at a swamp near a lake. A duck takes off and flies away.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Birdsong Snipe Call Duck Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Bird songs and snipe calls heard at a swamp near a lake. A duck takes off and flies away.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Birds Reed Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Frogs heard during a warm afternoon. A gusty wind blows through dry grasses as birds sing vibrantly.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Birds Reed Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Frogs heard during a warm afternoon. A gusty wind blows through dry grasses as birds sing vibrantly.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Snipe Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Gurgling frogs and drumming snipes heard during evening. Various birds occasionally sing in the background.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Snipe Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Gurgling frogs and drumming snipes heard during evening. Various birds occasionally sing in the background.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Snipe Call Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Gurgling frogs and calling snipes heard during evening. Various birds singing in the background.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Frogs Snipe Call Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Gurgling frogs and calling snipes heard during evening. Various birds singing in the background.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Toads Birds Crane Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Squeaking toads and bird calls heard during a calm evening. Cranes calls in the background heard occasionally.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Toads Birds Crane Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Squeaking toads and bird calls heard during a calm evening. Cranes calls in the background heard occasionally.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Toads Frogs Birds Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Croaking frogs, squeaking toads and the evening songs of various birds heard near a swamp.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Toads Frogs Birds Calm Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Croaking frogs, squeaking toads and the evening songs of various birds heard near a swamp.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Frogs Insects Birds Pond Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Croaking water frogs and buzzing midges heard throughout near a pond.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Frogs Insects Birds Pond Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Croaking water frogs and buzzing midges heard throughout near a pond.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Midwife Toads Goose Lakeside Evening.wav_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Whistling midwife toads and distant calls of a goose heard near lake.
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ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Midwife Toads Goose Lakeside Evening.wav_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Whistling midwife toads and distant calls of a goose heard near lake.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Natterjack Toads Quarry Birds Distant Stream Evening__B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Natterjack toads calling in a puddle near a quarry. A stream flows in the distance.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Natterjack Toads Quarry Birds Distant Stream Evening__B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Natterjack toads calling in a puddle near a quarry. A stream flows in the distance.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Toads Frogs Owl Calm Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Croaking frogs and squeaking toads heard near a swamp. An owl calls occasionally.

ANMLAmph_WETLANDS-Toads Frogs Owl Calm Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Croaking frogs and squeaking toads heard near a swamp. An owl calls occasionally.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLAND-Field Crickets Close Birdsong Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close chirps of crickets heard throughout as various birds sing during a light wind in the afternoon.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLAND-Field Crickets Close Birdsong Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close chirps of crickets heard throughout as various birds sing during a light wind in the afternoon.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLAND-Field Crickets Distant Birdsong Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Distant chirps of crickets heard throughout as various birds sing during a light wind in the afternoon.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLAND-Field Crickets Distant Birdsong Wind Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Distant chirps of crickets heard throughout as various birds sing during a light wind in the afternoon.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Bird Activity Pheasant Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close songs of various birds heard throughout. A pheasant calls occasionally.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Bird Activity Pheasant Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close songs of various birds heard throughout. A pheasant calls occasionally.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Birds Awakening Pheasant Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Awakening garden birds sing while a pheasants calls occasionally.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Birds Awakening Pheasant Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Awakening garden birds sing while a pheasants calls occasionally.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Blackbird Close Birds Dawn Chorus_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing during dawn. Woodpecker, blackbird and various other birds heard throughout.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Blackbird Close Birds Dawn Chorus_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing during dawn. Woodpecker, blackbird and various other birds heard throughout.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Crows Calling Close Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Nesting crows call from close by during afternoon. Bird movements heard throughout.

BIRDSong_COUNTRYSIDE-Crows Calling Close Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Nesting crows call from close by during afternoon. Bird movements heard throughout.
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BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Blackbird Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds resound from a coniferous forest during dusk.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Blackbird Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Evening songs of several blackbirds resound from a coniferous forest during dusk.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during a calm morning in in a coniferous northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during a calm morning in in a coniferous northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during dawn in in a coniferous northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during dawn in in a coniferous northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during dawn in a mixed northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds call and sing consistently during dawn in a mixed northern forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Blackbird Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Early dawn in a coniferous northern forest. Birds heard throughout. A blackbirds song is in focus. A single sandpiper 
calls.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Blackbird Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Early dawn in a coniferous northern forest. Birds heard throughout. A blackbirds song is in focus. A single sandpiper 
calls.

BIRDSong_GRASSLANDS-Birds Dawn Chorus Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple birds sing throughout, accompanied by the calls of a black grouse during dawn. Gently falling forest debris 
heard at times.

BIRDSong_GRASSLANDS-Birds Dawn Chorus Black Grouse Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple birds sing throughout, accompanied by the calls of a black grouse during dawn. Gently falling forest debris 
heard at times.

BIRDSong_LAKESIDE-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Wetlands Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Multiple bird songs heard throughout early dawn near a lake.

BIRDSong_LAKESIDE-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Wetlands Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Multiple bird songs heard throughout early dawn near a lake.

MOVEInsc_GRASSLANDS-Beehive Bee Swarm Close Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Buzzing bees near a beehive heard up close while birds sing in the background.

MOVEInsc_GRASSLANDS-Beehive Bee Swarm Close Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Buzzing bees near a beehive heard up close while birds sing in the background.

RAINVege_RAIN-Deciduous Forest Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Moderate rain, accompanied by multiple singing birds heard during the evening hours in a deciduous forest.
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RAINVege_RAIN-Deciduous Forest Birds Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Moderate rain, accompanied by multiple singing birds heard during the evening hours in a deciduous forest.

RAINVege_RAIN-Deciduous Forest Marple Rain Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Strong rain, accompanied by bird songs, heard in the afternoon at a deciduous forest. A crows call heard 
occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Deciduous Forest Marple Rain Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Strong rain, accompanied by bird songs, heard in the afternoon at a deciduous forest. A crows call heard 
occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Mixed Forest Birds Owls Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Moderate rain, accompanied by singing birds heard during the evening hours in a mixed forest. Calls of a owl is 
heard occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Mixed Forest Birds Owls Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Moderate rain, accompanied by singing birds heard during the evening hours in a mixed forest. Calls of a owl is 
heard occasionally.

RAINVege_RAIN-Mixed Forest Birdsong Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Light rain, accompanied by a few singing birds heard in a mixed forest.

RAINVege_RAIN-Mixed Forest Birdsong Afternoon_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Light rain, accompanied by a few singing birds heard in a mixed forest.

WATRFall_WATERFALL-Cascade Close Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A medium sized waterfall is flowing from close by.

WATRFall_WATERFALL-Cascade Close Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A medium sized waterfall is flowing from close by.

WATRFall_WATERFALL-Cascade Distant Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A medium sized waterfall is flowing from a distance. A bird sings in the background occasionally.

WATRFall_WATERFALL-Cascade Distant Birds Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A medium sized waterfall is flowing from a distance. A bird sings in the background occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Birdsong Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A flowing trickle babbles as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Birdsong Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A flowing trickle babbles as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Close Birdsong Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A flowing trickle babbles close by, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Close Birdsong Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A flowing trickle babbles close by, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Distant Birdsong Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A flowing trickle babbles from the distance, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above while a slight wind blows.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Babbling Trickle Distant Birdsong Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A flowing trickle babbles from the distance, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above while a slight wind blows.
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WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Close Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A nearby stream flows, while birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Close Birds Morning_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A nearby stream flows, while birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Distant Birds Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A distant stream flows, while birds and doves heard occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Distant Birds Morning V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A distant stream flows, while birds and doves heard occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Distant Birds Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A far away stream flows, while birds and doves heard occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Distant Birds Morning V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A far away stream flows, while birds and doves heard occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Birds Distant Midday V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, in the distance. Birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Birds Distant Midday V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, in the distance. Birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Birds Distant Midday V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A large river flows through boulders, heard far away. Birds sing occasionally. Further away than V1.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Birds Distant Midday V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A large river flows through boulders, heard far away. Birds sing occasionally. Further away than V1.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Close Midday V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, nearby. Birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Close Midday V1_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, nearby. Birds sing occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Close Midday V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, nearby. Birds sing occasionally. Further away than V1.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Rocky River Close Midday V2_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A large babbling river flows through boulders, nearby. Birds sing occasionally. Further away than V1.

WATRLap_WAVE-Birds Bees Gurgling Water Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Close moving water hits the shore. Birds sing throughout.

WATRLap_WAVE-Birds Bees Gurgling Water Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Close moving water hits the shore. Birds sing throughout.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Close Water Lapping Waves Sand Beach Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap closely from a lake during a windy afternoon. Birds heard at times.
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WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Close Water Lapping Waves Sand Beach Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap closely from a lake during a windy afternoon. Birds heard at times.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Distant Water Lapping Waves Sand Beach Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap from a lake during a strong windy afternoon, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Distant Water Lapping Waves Sand Beach Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap from a lake during a strong windy afternoon, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRLap_WAVE-Water Lap Rock Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap over a stone in the middle of a lake while a wind blows. Birds heard occasionally.

WATRLap_WAVE-Water Lap Rock Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap over a stone in the middle of a lake while a wind blows. Birds heard occasionally.

WINDVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Bird Bee Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows through deciduous trees, while bird songs and bees heard occasionally.

WINDVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Bird Bee Wind Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows through deciduous trees, while bird songs and bees heard occasionally.

WINDVege_WIND-Coniferous Forest Canyon Creaking Trees_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind in a coniferous forest passing a rocky outcrop creates a phasing sound.

WINDVege_WIND-Coniferous Forest Canyon Creaking Trees_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind in a coniferous forest passing a rocky outcrop creates a phasing sound.

WINDVege_WIND-Highlands Long Wind Gusts Mountain Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Strong wind gusts blowing through long grasses in the Highlands.

WINDVege_WIND-Highlands Long Wind Gusts Mountain Midday_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Strong wind gusts blowing through long grasses in the Highlands.

WINDVege_WIND-Highlands Short Wind Gusts Mountain Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav Whipping short wind gusts pass through long grasses in the Highlands.

WINDVege_WIND-Highlands Short Wind Gusts Mountain Evening_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav Whipping short wind gusts pass through long grasses in the Highlands.

WINDVege_WIND-Mixed Forest Distant Lake Water Lap Duck Cracking Branches Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows near a distant lake at night. Ducks and creaking trees heard occasionally. Distant waves hitting 
the shore heard at times.

WINDVege_WIND-Mixed Forest Distant Lake Water Lap Duck Cracking Branches Night_B00M_3DS10_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows near a distant lake at night. Ducks and creaking trees heard occasionally. Distant waves hitting 
the shore heard at times.
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